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Fives unveils new innovative twin
turret grinder at IMTS 2014
Fives will unveil an entirely new, multi-spindle, twin-turret, high-flexibility precision OD and
ID grinding system in Booth N-7018 at IMTS 2014 in Chicago, September 8-13, 2014. The new
Landis Twin Turret™ (LTT) grinding machine’s unique design features two rotary hydrostatic
turrets with integral servo motors and X-axis hydrostatic ways with linear motor in-feed. The
Landis LTT grinder can handle work pieces with a swing up to 180 mm and lengths up to 400
mm using CBN wheels up to 350 mm in diameter and 40 mm wide at wheel speeds up to
120 m/sec.
The Landis LTT sets a new benchmark for processing efficiency and flexibility for a broad
range of shaft-type parts. It can perform OD and ID grinding, process diameters and faces in
a single fixturing, grind tapers with unprecedented ease and precision, and do it all with an
exceptional level of reliability and precision.
‘‘What really makes this machine unique is the fact that we have achieved a very high level of
performance in a package that uses as little as half the floorspace of a conventional grinder
with similar workpiece capacity,’’ explained Tim Hykes, Director of Technology at Cinetic
Landis Corp. ‘‘Moreover, the Landis LTT is so flexible that it can perform multiple operations
on shaft-type parts in a single fixturing that now typically require two or three separate
machines, plus costly precision fixtures and inter-machine automation.’’
The Landis LTT can do eccentric and concentric multiple-axis contouring in various traverse
configurations with optical levels of precision. The design completely eliminates mechanical
backlash through the use of linear and radial servo motors for all motions, and achieves high
system stiffness and damping with hydrostatic spindle bearings.
No ballscrews, gears, vee- or flat guide ways nor linear rail systems are used in the new
grinder, making the Landis LTT extremely reliable and easy to maintain. Additionally, the
standard open-architecture Landis 6400 CNC control provides maximum operational flexibility
along with advanced monitoring and control capabilities, comprehensive gauge integration
and ease of programming.
The Landis LTT is ergonomically designed, with a low, 1,125mm load and access height. This
also makes the system easy to integrate with standard industrial robots for part loading/
unloading, eliminating the need for special automation or gantry systems in many applications.

Features of the new Landis LTT grinding system include automatic wheel balancers and a
variety of available in-process gauges, touch probes, chucks and work drive.
For more information on the new Landis LTT, visit www.fivesgroup.com or call +1 (301) 7973400/toll-free 1-800-334-6601.
Landis grinding machines are a part of the Grinding | Ultra Precision business division of the
global industrial engineering group, Fives
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ABOUT FIVES’ GRINDING | ULTRA PRECISION OFFER
The Group and its Grinding | Ultra precision dedicated teams - around 650 people in Italy, the U.K. and the United States - offer a complete range of grinding
machines, plus a comprehensive line of systems, grinding accessories and service/support programs.
Known worldwide for leading-edge automotive camshaft and crankshaft processing systems, Fives is also a leader in centerless grinding and disc grinding
processes as well as lean and flexible CNC grinders for a wide range of shaft-type components for various industries.
With a strong legacy based on 2 major brands of the market --- Landis and Giustina, and more than 200 years of expertise developing pioneering solutions in
close partnership with customers, Fives is recognized as the leading provider of grinding and ultra precision solutions --- a partner that helps customers maximize
operational performance.
From system design to installation and throughout the product’s lifecycle, Fives proposes the best solution to the customer and executes projects as a true
partner. It is a value-added resource, with a global presence, an unrivalled expertise, and decades of experience of understanding and adapting to customers’
needs.
ABOUT FIVES
Fives is an industrial engineering Group with a heritage of over 200 years of engineering excellence and expertise. Fives provides process equipment,
production lines and turnkey plants for the biggest global players in the aluminum, steel, glass, automotive, logistics, aerospace, cement and energy sector in
both developing and developed countries. In all these sectors, Fives designs and manufactures equipment and innovative solutions, which better anticipate and
meet the needs of its customers in terms of performance, quality, safety and respect for the environment. In 2013, Fives is forecasted to achieve a turnover of
1.7 billion Euros and expected to have 8,000 employees in over thirty countries.
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